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Through a raw and powerful choreographic language,
Compagnie Hippocampe unfolds the story of sculptor Camille
Claudel. As the artist dives back into her past, to try and change
the path of her destiny, she meets again Auguste Rodin, with
whom she had a fiery relationship at the crossroad between
the arts, passionate love and frustration against her society’s
opposition to women trying to live off their art. Si tu n’étais pas
de marbre... summons and brings to life the works born from
this passion and, together with Camille’s ‘resurrection’, they
weave a variation of her own story in the form of a visual poem
whose verses are sculpted by moving bodies. A labyrinth that
vibrates with the mystery of artistic creation. That moment
in which, manipulated by the artist’s capable hand, matter
quivers with all the elements of life.

Synopsis
At night, in a sculptor’s studio.
A breath of life awakens the works and the stone. The statues
leave their podiums.
Camille Claudel moves in their direction. Vacillating at the
edge of that abyss in which she once toppled over, she molds
with ardor, hurrying from one detail to the next, deciphering
the human body.
In this space outside of time, passions and demons take over
in darkness. Auguste Rodin, Camille’s teacher and former lover,

her alter ego and crushing guardian in the creative process, is
there, also at work. As she fervently molds the clay, her whole
body becomes an extension of her hand’s effort. Human and
sculpted material test one another, and become one.
Eventually, in the studio’s silence, the works come face to face
with their creators. Sculptors and sculpted study and confront
each other. These creatures, these others, irreducible selves,
that the sculptors attempt to capture and to shape according
to their will, inevitably escape their control.
Ensues a struggle against these others, a struggle against the
self, a struggle that reflects the passion that burned between
the two sculptors. Duo and duel, monstrous and carnal. Camille
Claudel comes back in order to measure herself against Rodin
for one last time. She, who had been his hand and shadow,
invites herself in the light, in order to twist and bend the path
of her own story.
Si tu n’étais pas de marbre... leads the audience into the intimacy
of encounters: the encounter between lovers, of course, but
also the artists’ encounter with that matter that, through their
gesture, they cultivate and fertilize, and, finally, the creator’s
encounter with the self that they project onto their work.
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Intention
THE PHYSICAL EXPLORATION OF THE CREATIVE GESTURE:
Si tu n’étais pas de marbre... explores the tensions at the
base of the relationship between artist and model, artist and
work, artist and creative process. For sculptors, the source of
the creative act lies in the manipulation of a material or a body,
in the attempt to insufflate life into them, like a demiurge.
This creative act requires a physical and psychological contact
with the elements. In the hands of a sculptor, the material is
a live creature that imposes its own laws: weight, resistance,
balance...
One of the starting points of our research was the gesture that
transforms cold, lifeless material into flesh, such as that it almost
seems molded by kisses and caresses, as one day Rodin told art
critic Paul Gsell. Much like artisans and workers, sculptors are
connoisseurs of materials and tools, which they have to learn
to wield with dexterity. Camille Claudel (unlike Rodin) carved
her own marbles, this material that was once considered the
closest to flesh. This kind of work required an incredible physical
strength, a specific carving pace and a remarkable precision in
order to empty the shape and let the form at its core come to
life and to the surface. On the other hand, modeling consisted
in the art of starting from an empty space and filling it with
malleable, moldable flesh, through successive additions. As
the skin came into contact with a humid material, it turned
into a sensual gesture that abolished the distance between the
sculptor’s and the “other’s” body.
Inspired by the physicality of these gestures, we have tried
to develop a visual and movement-based language, raw and
powerful, that allows us to decline a palette of body textures
and rhythms.

MOVEMENT AND CORPOREAL METAPHOR:

Si tu n’étais pas de marbre... is the result of a work that we
have been developing over the past nine years. It is the result
of an exploration and a common path between sculpture and
movement, which also connects to the metaphorical body.
Lover of the human body and exquisite observer of gesture,
Auguste Rodin tirelessly attempted, throughout his entire
life and work, to translate the shivering of human sensation,
the palpitation of human thought into his sculptures. As
our thoughts tear us in different directions, it is almost as
if our bodies were sculpted by them from the inside. Paul
Claudel used to write about this: “After all, the body knows as
much as the soul. The anatomy’s detail is worth as much as
psychoanalysis’s. Through forms and movement, passions and
ideas, the infinity of texture is responsible for a sensation of
instantaneous shock.”
Camille Claudel’s work also led us into the universe of feeling
and sensation, of the existential. Claudel used to capture the
essentials of being alive, in the lifelike rendition of simple
gestures. She questioned the humans’ relationships to others,
the now that constantly escapes us, pain and imbalance.
Through the sublimation of her own personal experiences, her
work acquired a universal dimension.
Rodin and Claudel, like Michelangelo before them, worked
with the goal of liberating sculpture from its primary condition
of immobility, brought by the use of motionless materials.
Sculpture is able to represent only a suspended instant. Their
genius was to be able to perceive movement by playing with
time, by suggesting the before and the after. This time contained
within the stone became the signature of life and liveliness, in a
sort of contraction of the movement of immediacy.
This work centered around essentiality is what has drawn
us mimes closer to these two sculptors. By meticulously
studying their work, we have developed a scenic language that
replicates the condensation process inherent to sculpture and
its metaphorical power.
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A WORDLESS SCENIC LANGUAGE, AT THE BORDER BETWEEN
THEATRE AND DANCE :
This scenic form, an expression of contemporary mime,
has been elaborated without resorting to text, in a field at
the border between theatre and dance. It is a language close
to choreographic writing, as it finds it s origin in the shapes,
the torsions and contradictions that can be found within the
sculpted bodies at hand; movement created a dramaturgy
through an articulation, a dynamic quality, precision,
intercorporeal and interpersonal casual connections. Our
movement-based work, deeply inspired by Decroux, also
borrows tools from music composition, such as the modulation
of speed and rhythm, a play around movement’s ‘colors’ and
‘textures’, and the variations between tones and intensities.
This scenic language inscribes itself beyond the narrative
movement of theatre and the fluid movement of dance. It
gives shape to a symbolic movement created by contraction;
the dramatic movement unfolds in a sequence of images that
fragment time and duration, recomposing them differently, like
the filmic editing process would do. By modifying the dynamic
quality of a movement (speed and intensity), as well as its
trajectory (articulation, reduction or extension), we transform
the way in which we originally read an action and allow details
that would otherwise escape us to appear. We thus modify the
spectator’s perception by creating a distended relationship
between time and reality, and provoke a feeling of strangeness,
of foreignness, which awakens the unconscious.
By being translated through movement, the sculpted works
liberate the passions that were deposited in them by their
authors. The works are woven into the physical score – or
also ‘escape’ it – in order to find their place on stage or in the
narrative. Thus, many of Rodin’s and Claudel’s sculptures
appear in the show: for example, Claudel’s les Causeuses (18931905) suddenly comes to life, and offers Camille her revenge

by untying that restricted voice that is finally free to run,
knock over the unspoken and unsettle the infamous rumor
that targeted all the women who ever dreamed of becoming
sculptors.
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A VISUAL POEM TO
TORMENTED DESTINY :

REWRITE

CAMILLE

CLAUDEL’S

Si tu n’étais pas de marbre... comes from our attachment, our
endearing to Camille Claudel’s out of the box personality. A
willful woman, a genius, besotted by freedom, who decided to
live, and to make a living, with her art, at a time when the artistic
professional field was not ready yet to welcome a woman full
of great ambitions in its ranks, without waves or hustles. Her
personal path went against the prohibitions of her time.
Camille lived in a century when a woman’s horizon did not span
beyond marriage. Public opinion saddled women sculptors
with all the stigma of social and moral deviance. The world
of sculpture was associated with artisanal work and workers’
conditions. Scientific theories supported the idea that when
women ventured in activities normally reserved to men, they
made themselves masculine. Once they were married, women
sculptors gave up on their trade and practiced it as a simple
hobby: “The sculptor’s work is, for a man, a sort of challenge to
common sense. For a woman alone, and for a woman with my
sister’s temperament, a pure impossibility,” wrote Paul Claudel.
Women artists encountered major social obstacles, declined
in various taboos. Since they weren’t allowed to study in
schools, jealously guarded by men, those women who aspired
to become sculptors undertook their learning through private
classes, which automatically excluded them from the prize and
recognition system, and, in turn, from official commissions. So,
it was already at a very young age that Camille Claudel’s path
ran into the avant-garde’s, through the person of Rodin. The
experience of pupillage was first and foremost a patriarchal one,
and even more so cumbersome as it proved to be difficult for

Claudel to affirm her modernity and singularity in comparison
to a shining avant-garde.
By becoming his pupil, Camille was not scared by the prospect
of submitting her gifted hand and unique vision to Maître
Rodin’s control. They shared an ideal of truth, and their
collaboration went beyond simple complicity, and became an
inextinguishable source of mutual inspiration. But this fusional
work only carried one name: Auguste Rodin’s. She, who was his
muse and hand, was, to the eyes of the world, his mere print and
shadow. Her place as the sculptor’s wife became impossible to
bear, and their break up was very much run by passion: brutal
and annihilating.
Camille lived at a time when visual culture, which produced
countless representations of women, was modeled by a
masculine gaze. Women sculptors had to invent a feminine
gaze on the body. Not without mishaps, as they weren’t even
allowed to study naked bodies... It was only much later that
Camille Claudel’s name finally joined Rodin’s in the pantheon
of great creators. 40 years after her death, she suddenly rose
to fame and became a sort of contemporary myth, crowned by
countless fantasies.
We wanted to play with this physical resurgence, in a timeless
space. Camille Claudel re-enters her studio, this place of
transformation, of passage, where the constant back and forth
between the living and the inanimate, between inertia and
movement takes place, in order to write a different ending to
her story.
Texte Dorothée Malfoy
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THE SET DESIGN:
The set consists in a few scenic objects lit in a way to define
and play with space, as well as enhance the precision of the
bodies’ movement. On stage appears the image of a sculpture
studio, an abandoned place, framed by a black box that
progressively closes in the distance in order to highlight the
audience’s feeling of being immersed in an unreal space. Three
cubes, built according to Le Corbusier’s Modulor’s scale, match
human proportions.
With magnets on one side and a metallic surface on another,
they can be assembled, or attract or reject each other,
depending on magnetic laws at work. The performers can play
with them like with a living material, and sculpt forms with
them. Used as podiums or as plastic matter, they come to life as,
throughout the show, they are transformed from inert objects
to living matter. Upstage, a painted canvas acts as a back wall,
solid or lit from behind, a living and changing material, that
reveals the shape of the statues. A glass wall over the back
drop is the only source of light in the show, by reflecting the
deformed images of the performer-statues and recreating the
impression of sculpture’s 360-degree space awareness.

The scenographic concept feeds the manipulation process and
facilitates the continuous changes of states embodied on stage
by the performers’ actions
Texte Marta Pasquetti
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Compagnie
Hippocampe
#History

Since 1997, Hippocampe has been developing research
projects, creating for the stage and developing a transmission
practice of Corporeal Mime. At first, the company worked in
close collaboration with the Theatre Department research
group at Pomona College in California, led by Thomas Leabhart,
Etienne Decroux’s former assistant. There, experiments led to
the presentation of performances in public spaces, museums
and universities, as well as to three scenic forms – Corporeality,
L’Eau and Les Guerres que j’ai vues – directed by Thomas
Leabhart. These were presented in France - Théâtre de la danse,
Regard du Cygne, Samovar...
Since 2003, Hippocampe has been offering, under the
direction of Luis Torreão, and always in collaboration with
Thomas Leabhart, workshops in France and internationally
(Conservatoire d’Orléans, Arts en scène - Lyon, EDT 91, Théâtre
du Mouvement, Université Paris 8, Campinas University Brazil, Pomona College - USA, Angel Viana Dance Department
- Brazil...), regular Corporeal Mime courses – with the support
of the Paris Municipality since 2003 – as well as research
laboratories, from which stemmed the following projects:

Labyrinthe-Prototype, an installation-performance presented
in 2003 at Théâtre de la danse-Paris. A 150 m2 labyrinth where
multiple scenes gave the audience acess to a unique live
experience of sounds, images and actions.
Traçado, presented in 2004 at the Théâtre de L’Opprimé,
explored dreams, childhood images and the traces that these
leave in our lives.
Of men and women, first presented in public spaces in 2005,
dealt with power relations among individuals.
Labyrinthe 1 (2008) presented a room in which the audience
faced themselves, in a revisited version of the Labyrinthe-

Prototype. This project was the result of a one-year research
process with students and six visual artists – 180 m2 exhibit
performance with twelve performers and sixty short pieces.
In 2009 Compagnie Hippocampe became fully professional
and gathered a new team under Luis Torreao’s direction.
The poetical universe of the intimate is the thread of three
performances that the company has created to this day:

La Chambre de Camille (2009) – 47 performances, among
which Mimos, Avignon, le Lavoir Moderne Parisien, Starcke
Stücke-Frankfurt. An investigation around sculpture, and most
notably of Auguste Rodin and Camille Claudel’s work, led to
this piece that tackles sensuality and power dynamics in love
relationships and creative passion.
Les Collectionneurs (2015) questions the gray areas in the
construction of one’s identity. This production received the
support of DRAC Ile-de-France, Conseil Général du Val-deMarne and of the Direction des Affaires Culturelles de la
Ville de Paris. It has been presented at L’Odyssée - Scène
conventionnée de Périgueux, ECAM - Théâtre du KremlinBicêtre (both coproducers), at the Warsaw International Mime
Art Festival, at Festival Onze Bouge - Paris, at IVT-International
Visual Theatre - Paris, at Espace Culturel Boris Vian - Les Ulis,
among others.
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In 2019, ten years into this collaboration, the company is now
devising a new performance, Si tu n’étais pas de marbre..., from
Auguste Rodin and Camille Claudel’s sculpture. The maturity of
Compagnie Hippocampe’s research appears through a strong
choreographic language whose roots are solidly planted in the
complicité between the four members of the company.
Luis Torreão belongs to a generation of artists representing the
diversity of the contemporary Mime and Physical Theatre Arts
scene. He is one of the founding members of the Collectif des
Arts du Mime et du Geste and of Mimesis, Paris’s only mime
festival de mime, whose 9th edition will take place in November
2019 in the context of the 3rd Biennale des Arts du Mime et du
Geste.
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Compagnie
Hippocampe
#Team

LUIS TORREÃO • Theatre director, actor and Corporeal Mime
Professor, he is the director of Compagnie Hippocampe. He
trained in Corporeal Mime in Paris and the United States with
Thomas Leabhart, Étienne Decroux’s former student and
assistant. A Journalism Studies major in Brazil, he also was the
artistic director of Circo Voador, one of the principal centers of
Carioca cultural life. In France, he earned a Master in Theatre
Studies and is a certified Theatre Arts Professor.
SONIA ALCARAZ • Sonia trained at the Escuela Superior de Arte
Dramático de Valencia, where she discovered corporeal stage
work through different approaches (contemporary dance,
corporeal mime, Lecoq...). She continued her education with
Compagnie Hippocampe – with which she now collaborates as
a teacher – and with MOVEO - Barcelona. She joined Compagnie
Hippocampe in 2009 for performance La Chambre de Camille.
MÉLODY MALOUX • Trained in Dramatic Arts, realistic and
psychological acting, Mélody has been working for the past
ten years as an actor for the theatre, TV and cinema. Attracted
by non-realistic universes, she trained in corporeal mime
and became a member of Compagnie Hippocampe in 2009.
She directed visual duo, Pendu à mon Ombre, that has been
presented in several festivals in France and abroad. Since 2017,
she also has been delving into pedagogy as Giles Foreman’s
assistant at the Paris Giles Foreman Centre for Acting, and has
directed end of year projects with the students enrolled in the
intensive professional acting training program.
GUILLAUME LE PAPE • After a university degree in Theatre and
Performing Arts, Guillaume trained in dramatic corporeal mime
with the Compagnie Hippocampe, which he joined in 2009 for
production La chambre de Camille. Since then, he has become
a regular performer and also collaborated with companies Dos
à Deux, Troisième Génération, L’Atelier des possibles..., with
which he tours in France and internationally. Since 2016, he has
also worked in the cinema, most notably under the direction
of Francois Ozon (stunt in L’Amant Double) and Robin Deriaud
(principal role in Paris est noire). He has also directed (Cie
L’Eau Prit Feu) and has been developing his own artistic work
(Nightcall, 2017).
MARTA PASQUETTI • A garden and landscape designer, she
worked in theatre for the first time with costume designer F.
Sonnino for A Streetway Named Desire directed by Antonio
Latella. In 2013, she was the set and costume designer for Silvio’s
Glam Democracy directed by Gerardo Maffei, with whom she
also worked on Un Petit poisson and Feu pour feu. In 2015, she
designed the set for Dans la joie et dans la bonne humeur by le

Collectif La Distillerie. After a Set Design diploma, she interned
at the Construction Workshops of the Théâtre National de La
Colline in Paris and assisted set designer Sigolène De Chassy
for the new show of contemporary circus Collectif AOC. She
joined Compagnie Hippocampe in 2017 for the conception of
the set design of Si tu n’étais pas de marbre...
LESLIE HOROWITZ • Technician in different Parisian venues Carreau du Temple, théâtre de la Pépinière, théâtre de Poche
Montparnasse… - Leslie follows several companies on tour
and during festivals, among which the Avignon Off. After a
2016 diploma in lighting design at the Centre de Formation
Professionnelle aux Techniques du Spectacle, she has been
assistant lighting designer and lighting designer for various
companies.
ROBIN GENTIEN • Musician, composer, actor and pedagogue,
Robin joined the Workcenter of Jerzy Grotowski and Thomas
Richards, Pontedera in 2012. He is also member of the Open
Program, directed by Mario Biagini, with whom he taught
and performed in ten countries until 2016. Since then, he has
worked in Argentina, Brazil and the United States with Latin
rock group ENGINE, of which he is a cofounder, as well as a
guitarist and composer. He has collaborated with musicians
such as Vieux Farka Touré, Trio da Kali and Chongo de Colombia.
APOLLINE KIRKLAR • Violin player with a 2016 Master from
the Lyon Conservatoire National Supérieur Musique et Danse,
and currently enrolled at the Paris Conservatoire National
Supérieur Musique et Danse, she has also trained at the
Guildhall School of Music and Drama in London. With a passion
for chamber music, she is the founder of several ensembles
such as Trio Fauve (accordion, violin, cello) and Duo Syia with
violin player Lucie Arnal. She is also a member of the Ensemble
Intercontemporain, the National Orchestra of France, the
National Opera of Lyon, the Dijon-Bourgogne Orchestra, as
well as the Orchestre des lauréats. She explores various new
musical forms, such as improvisation with Beñat Achiary,
Ramón Lopez abd Vincent Lê Quang, and musical theatre with
company VoQue, founded by Jacques Rebotier.
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Calendar 2017/19
Premiere 24-27 January - Théâtre Victor Hugo de Bagneux
(France)
7 March - L’Odyssée, Scène conventionnée d’intérêt national
de Périgueux (France)
16 June – Warsaw International Mime Festival (Poland)
2018_
Residence 5 days | MPAA La Canopée – Paris (FR)
Residence 5 days | Silo, Moulin de Boigny – Méréville (FR)
Residence 10 days | Théâtre Victor Hugo - Bagneux
Residence 6 days | Odyssée Scène conventionnée d’intérêt
national - Périgueux
2019_
Residence 5 days | Théâtre Victor Hugo - Bagneux
Création 24 to 27 January 2019 | TVH Théâtre Victor Hugo de
Bagneux
7 March 2019 | L’Odyssée, Scène conventionnée
d’intérêt national de Périgueux
8-5 december 2019 | IVT-International Visual Theatre, Paris

Conditions de tournée
TOURING CONDITIONS
Team
4 performers, 1 lighting technician, 1 stage technician
Duration 1h
Stage characteristics
· Minimum : 8m width x 7m depth
· Dance floor
To be provided by the theatre
· Lights: see lighting plan
· Sound system adapted to the venue
Set 3 cubes, 1 painted canvas to be hung upstage (L 7m x H
3,5), with, on top, a plexiglass glass wall (H 1m x L 7m)
Price on demand
Extra charges
· housing and per diems for 6 people
· return journey for 6 people from Paris
· Set transport from and to Paris
· Rights (through SACD)
*A short version (30min) of the performance is also available.
This form can be adapted in situ – for public spaces, museums,
etc...
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About

Si tu n’étais pas de marbre...

« C

ompagnie Hippocampe is one of France’s most
emblematic Physical Theatre companies [...]”
Dordogne Libre
“Moving bodies, manipulations and incredibly precise mime
performers allow this surprising and infinitely poetical dance
to unveil unexpected dialogues[…]. Luis Torreao’s direction is
clean and resolutely modern.”
Théâtre Actu
“An immense challenge, connecting full statuary immobility
with movement’s resources. To discover!”
L’Humanité

A propos de
La chambre de Camille

«A

dreamlike moment outside of this world, a breath
of fresh air... Luis Torreao. Remarkable detail-oriented and
-inspired style and craft. Pushing the limits between theatre
and dance, this cultural UFO begs to be taken in with wide
open eyes »
A Nous Paris

A propos des
Collectionneurs

«L

et yourself be carried away by the magic of this peculiar
story to understand its poetic mechanics, and to cheer on its
fluidity and inventiveness »

« The sculptures come to life through a contemporary mime
technique that breathes a new life into the genre. Superb. A
dive into the Visual Arts that transcends the stage. An actual
work of art»
toutelaculture.com

Vaucluse Matin
«An intimate exploration in a fantastic and thrilling environment
made
of
transformations,
apparition-disappearances,
somewhere in between Kafka and Lewis Carroll »
A Nous Paris
« Don’t wait and go discover Compagnie Hippocampe, whose
enthusiasm and exigency we have never stopped loving »
Télérama

« Fragments of wonderful love writings, excerpts from Ibsen’s
When We Dead Awaken, Apollinaire’s Letters to Lou, and Rodin’s
letters to Camille Claudel (…). The plastic effect is impressive,
especially in the passages from one extreme to the other: a
puppet as pliable as dough that then becomes stiff dead [...] »
theatredublog.fr
« An actual poetic gem full of romance! A mix of cruelty and
sensuality. An atypical performance! »
France Bleu Vaucluse
« At the border between theatre and mime, La Chambre de
Camille […] reveals what desire, passion »
La Scène
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Compagnie Hippocampe •
Mime and Physical Theatre

Si tu n’étais
pas de marbre...
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L’HUMANITÉ

L’OFFICIEL DU SPECTACLE
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Bagneaux INFO - JANUARY 2019_ n°272

Si tu n’étais
pas de marbre...
#January 2019
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FRANCE 3 JT LOCAL 19/20 Périgords

Si tu n’étais
pas de marbre...

#Reportage Claudel et Rodin like models.
13 December 2018
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Compagnie
Hippocampe
#La Nuit du Geste &
Festival Mimesis, 2017
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Les
Collectionneurs
2015
«

Ce spectacle mélange plusieurs disciplines comme le
théâtre d’objet, la danse, la marionnette. Il parle de l’homme
à travers toutes ses images, qui font écho en nous, dans notre
intimité profonde. La compagnie Hippocampe se réapproprie
des choses que l’on a pu voir ou lire dans des genres un peu fantastiques, comme la littérature de Kafka ou le cinéma de Lynch
(...). En tant de spectateur on est complètement à l’abandon, on
flotte et on accepte ce procédé parce que les protagonistes maîtrisent ce qu’ils font en terme de chorégraphie, de mouvement
; il n’y a pas de place pour le hasard même si ça le suggère. C’est
un spectacle un peu ovni qui aura toute sa place dans le cadre
du Festival Onze Bouge en terme d’originalité, de création, et qui
peut plaire aux enfants comme aux adultes (...).
CAMILLE FEIST
ACTHEURE 2 JUIN 2015
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La chambre
de
Camille
2015
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Artistic direction • Luis Torreão
Production and distribution
• Peggy Riess
peggy.hippocampe@gmail.com
+33 6 80 55 23 92
Press and PR BIPCOM
• Barbara Augier et
Isabelle Béranger
contact@bipcom.fr / +33 663 84 45 73

